Reasons for Waiver Request to Accept Minor Change Application for
LPTV Station W31DV-D past the FCC declared LPTV Freeze of December 20, 2017

On September 20, Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico, causing widespread devastation. Puerto Rico have suffered
catastrophic losses, including the loss of cellular, radio and TV communications, and significant damages of
ports and airports. As of December 26, 2017 the majority of Puerto Rico residents remain without power, many
still without potable water and a substantial number low on gas, food and vital supplies. The President of US
declared Puerto Rico a zone of major disaster. Many radio and TV stations remain off the air and many of them
lost their towers.

It is estimated are that it will still take several months to fully repair the electrical system, whose main
transmission lines were destroyed. Puerto Rico have suffered unprecedented devastation and the loss of most of
its communications systems, a Katrina-like event that has moved the FCC to create a special task force to deal
with this event. Given this situation, communications between licenses and their consultants have been very
difficult and the assessment of sites to where LPTV stations can move to accomplished a minor change, slow
and difficult. LPTV stations also had to wait for three special Full Service and Class “A” TV Stations windows
that ended earlier on this month of December 2017, to make minor change studies that could be reliable. Given
all of the above reasons and the very sudden LPTV freeze declared by the FCC on December 20, and the minor
effect that the proposed minor change would cause, grant of this waiver request to accept this application for a
minor change of LPTV station W31DV-D is believed to be justified and to serve the public interest.
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